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infinite and infinitesimal phenomena, the
universe and our human place in it. Initially
trained in the discipline of classical music,
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then metalsmithing and hand engraving,

Emma Fielden has her head in the stars.
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universe, on the other the artist alone in her
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Around Distant Orbits is a constellation of
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Fielden’s recent work: how to grasp that the
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place in the vastness of creation?
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how to make actual, and visible, the physical

dropping ink gradually fuses with the water,
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back to humans in search of a place in

phenomena we know from that beautiful place

joining and overcoming its limpidity, but
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creation. This is how I think of the video We are
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by the titles – for example with From Nought

An Immeasurable Distance takes infinity as its

Utamura, are separate individuals, but like a

Now let us observe how Emma Fielden works

and From Void. Above all, though, these
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thread, how are we to know that each minute
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world. Yet her (day) job is not to solve the
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